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S
tudent Life reported on 
Monday that the Bear 
Bucks program was set 
to expand. The program 

allows students to use their ID 
cards to buy food and other goods 
off-campus at some private busi-
nesses. Some of  the businesses 
include Pi Pizzeria, Market Pub 
House and FroYo. Even though 
the expanded capabilities of  Bear 
Bucks is convenient, this change 
is not good. We’re concerned that 
the new uses for Bear Bucks only 
serve to further distance Wash. U. 
students from the value of  money 

and their understanding of  what 
it is to use money and spend 
conservatively.

Bear Bucks make sense within 
an on-campus context. It’s con-
venient to be able to use them to 
supplement meal points or pay 
for laundry and makes sense that, 
when on campus, one’s campus 
card can be used for necessities. 
Bear Bucks are simply added to 
your tuition account online with-
out notifying parents immediately 
or waiting for their approval. 
Many parents pay for the tuition 
without looking over the specifics 

and are willing to pay for Bear 
Bucks without knowing exactly 
what they can be used for. 

It seems unlikely that parents 
understand what Bear Bucks 
can be used for, especially as the 
program expands. Most students 
will choose to use Bear Bucks 
over their own money because 
it is both more convenient and 
doesn’t come directly out of  their 
own pockets.

By making the campus card 
more like a credit card, the 
program distances students 
from the tangibility of  money 

and the impact of  spending it. 
For many students, parents are 
unknowingly paying for drinks 
at Blueberry Hill and now pizza 
at Pi. The feeling that money is 
being spent is absent from the 
purchase entirely, as with meal 
points. And for new students 
and students whose parents will 
pay for Bear Bucks, it ultimately 
keeps us in the Wash. U. bubble, 
with even less incentive to go 
beyond the Loop.

Similarly, if  students are 
now being encouraged to eat 
off  campus, pressure is put on 

those whose families are more 
concerned about finances than 
their peers. The divide between 
students who need to be mindful 
of  their spending, and those who 
don’t, will increase.

Students are losing the 
opportunity to be charged with 
responsible spending. Instead 
of  understanding the price of  
food by watching it drain out of  
their personal accounts, they can 
mentally gloss over prices the 
same way people do with food in 
Bear’s Den.

Bear Bucks bad for money sense
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A 
recent New York 
Times article 
revealed that spend-
ing by the super 

Political Action Committees 
backing major GOP candidates 
has grown dramatically as the 
Republican primary has become 
more drawn out.  In most cases, 
super PACs, which are indepen-
dently run organizations that 
have extremely lax spending 
rules, collected as much money 
(if  not more) than their respec-
tive candidates in the month of  
January.  Additionally, most of  
the money funneled into these 
super PACs were six or seven 
figure donations from a select 
group of  corporations and super-
rich Republicans.

While on the surface, noth-
ing seems wrong with American 
citizens or corporations giving 
money to political candidates, 
the implications of  super PACs 
acquiring such importance in 
the American political land-
scape is frightening.  Following 
the Citizens United v. Federal 
Election Commission Supreme 
Court case in 2010, super PACs 
were essentially given free rein 
to run advertisements either sup-
porting or attacking presidential 
or legislative candidates.  What 
this meant essentially was that 
an unlimited quantity of  money 
could be funneled into advertise-
ments for candidates.

As the Republican primary 
drags on, the implications of  this 
unlimited funding are becoming 
apparent.  Special interest groups 
that are in no way representative 

of  the American people heav-
ily influence what should be an 
expression of  the sentiment of  
American Citizens.

Take, for example, Sheldon 
Adelson, one of  the richest 
men in the world, who is worth 
approximately $22 billion.  In 
January of  this year, he donated 
$5 million to Newt Gingrich’s 
super PAC in the weeks before 
the South Carolina Primary.  
These funds helped Gingrich 
win that primary in no small 
way.  Later in January, Adelson’s 
wife also donated $5 million to 
Gingrich’s super PAC.  The New 
York Times reports that in the 
past few years the Adelsons have 
donated more than $17 million 
to Gingrich’s cause.  

This type of  event is neither 
an uncommon occurrence nor 
a healthy one in post-Citizens 

United American politics.  The 
vast majority of  Americans don’t 
make $5 million, or even $1 
million, a year, not to mention 
much more than the average 
American could even dream 
of  donating to a candidate or a 
cause.  

Elections and primaries in this 
country are meant to express the 
voice of  the American people.  
The voice of  the American 
people is not that of  the rich elite 
or corporations.  

The trend towards higher 
super PAC spending is also only 
going to get worse.  While the 
FEC regulates the amount of  
money a person can donate to 
a specific candidate, $2,500 per 
person, per candidate, it does 
not regulate donations to super 
PACs. Thus, as the election 
continues to drag on, and rich 

donors max out their donations 
to candidates, they can now con-
tinue to donate money toward 
their preferred candidate through 
super PACs.  

Just because you are rich 
doesn’t mean that you alone 
should be able to choose the next 
president of  the United States. 
Money helps win elections, and 
these people are financing them 
almost entirely on their own. 
American citizens should have 
the right to influence elections 
but not to this degree. If  these 
people really want to decide who 
becomes the next president of  
the United States, maybe they 
should  just try casting their 
votes on Election Day.

Dem Pacs 
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